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   Mr Happy Gorilla or what!!!! 
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CH3 COMMITTEE PERFORMANCE REPORT 
  ALL RUNS EXCELLENT.  ALL PUBS GREAT.  ALL HASHERS SATISFIED.  ALL ORGANISATION FLAWLESS.  ALL PIGS FED AND READY TO FLY 
 
THE GRIST GOES INTO THE MASHTUN AND IS SPARGED TO EXTRACT THE WORT AND IN TIME ANOTHER FINE HASH COMMITTEE IS CREATED. 
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The Cambridge Hash is reaching its milestone 2000th run  
Get ready to celebrate! We have secured the Great Hall at Girton College on Saturday, Jan. 28th 2017 for a Black Tie Event.  The ceremony will begin with pre-dinner drinks in the exclusive Fellow’s Room at 6pm.  We will proceed to the Great Hall for a three course dinner followed by entertainment and music.   

   We are currently working on the price of the event. Be sure, it will be heavily subsidized! Girton College in North Cambridge is easily accessible from the A14 and other major routes. It has plentiful free car parking and you’ll be able to leave your car parked overnight. There are several hotels and B&B nearby. The Premier Inn Cambridge North Girton is in walking distance.  The 2000th run will be held on Sunday, Jan. 29th 2017 at the usual time of 11am. Our hares Blowback and Jetstream have promised to lay a fantastic trail. Mark your calendars today!   A little hash history: the first run of CH3 took place at the Hoops in Barton on 1 October 1978. There has been a hash every Sunday since then. 13 hashers showed up for the inaugural run and it has grown tremendously over the years.  Thank you for your support and raise a glass to another 2000 runs! Doggy Style 
 
 ROTT 2016 
The Really Over The Top is al set for September 16th to 18th 2016 
For more details and registration go to:- 
 http://toedsh3-admin.com/rott2016/ 
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 RUN N0 1934 WILBURTON BEER FESTIVAL HARES SHAMCOCK & U BEND 
Scribe: Gorilla 

THE RUN A detour to Haddenham hill station and then a frolic in idyllic Grunty Fen 
including part of the 29Km Ely to St. Ives railway line one of the first to axed by Adolf  Beeching  
in July 1964. For those not preoccupied with avoiding rabbit holes there were fine views of Ely 
Cathedral and the Fenland peaks beyond. 
THE BEERS (the important bit) 
BLACK DRAGON  strong dark mild with pronounced roast flavour  4.3%  Banks & Taylor 
FRUIT  BAT  Raspberry flavoured hoppy fruit beer  4.5%  Banks & Taylor 
HOP MONSTER  Golden ale with a very strong hop flavour  4.5% Exit 33 Brewery 
THIEVING ROGUE  Straw yellow with a nutty taste  4.5%  Magpie brewery 
PICA PORTA  rich and creamy with a chocolate flavour   5%  Magpie brewery (my favourite)  
THREE THREADS  Deep brown full bodied mild      4.4%    1648 Brewery 
There were approximately another 20 beers but as I didn’t try them I am not qualified to comment 
THE CIDERS 
PORKERS SNOUT  Medium sweet and fruity 6.5% Pickled Pig Stretham 

  
 
Enjoying Porkers snout    Monk & Disorderly ??? 

MONK & DISORDALLY Champion cider at Norwich beer  festival  5.9%  Spinney Abbey Wicken 
VIRGIN ON THE RIDICULOUS medium dry and fruity 5.9%   Spinney Abbey Wicken 
There were other ciders but at this point my brain and body parted company so who knows. 
Down downs   (Information curtesy of God and his representative in the circle) 
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The only information that survived the epic trip back to Haddenham was the following  
Daffy gave 4 down downs Kermit ½ (sorry beer stained) ½ FBD  6 DS 4  Recipients for reasons best known to the more temperance amongst us  Just Carl: Self-rising (something to do with a $ bet) Shit retainer.  I assume that the hares got one or more  

  Got away with that one   Can you see what’s wrong?  I do remember crowd trouble erupted when Taxi was offered a down down whilst playing the drums.  
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Run No 1956, 17th July 2016 - Mersea Island Brewery and Vineyard Hares: Debonaire, Doggy Style and Muthatucker. Scribe: Jetstream  Having collected the Froize End mafia, the hash friendly Young’s Coach made its’ way to the railway station to collect the rest of the pack. Slight confusion as rail passengers tried to board the hash bus thinking it was a replacement for the train to London but as soon as they saw Spermwhale and Pugwash they immediately discovered the error of their ways. We arrived by car with the Girton crèche, to everyone’s surprise actually arriving early. Had we seen the bus? Debonaire enquired. Not since the M11, so where was it? Then Doggy Style drove up to inform her that she’d found the bus, waiting at a random pub a couple of miles away! Very worrying, a bus load of hashers couldn’t find a brewery, what is happening to the pack’s beer locating instinct? 

 Rogues Gallery  Eventually the bus arrived and just as everyone had got off it was time to get back on and drive to A, the start of the run. This turned out to be another, closed, pub. Despite having a toilet on the bus and having stopped at the brewery toilets five minutes ago, Bastard and others had a ritual pee in the car park before setting off.  Both runners and walkers set off for a pleasant run up the road before turning into the Essex countryside. It wasn’t long before we met Pugwash and Gorilla walking back the other way, hoping to find a short cut. With Blowback AWol to attend Haven’t Got One’s stag do (Very bad planning) it fell to your scribe to escort Joint Mattress Wai-Wai round the trail. We set off at a cracking pace but couldn’t even catch up with that speed merchant, Lightning.  

 Front ‘Running’ Bastard I’m told that the trail was well laid but with rather too much tarmac. We were following the ‘W’ arrows which took us down a little lane towards the sea. This must be the busiest road in Essex as we had to give way to passing cars every thirty seconds. 

 Enough to put you off your beer!  Then we reach the sea and the highlight of the trail. With no expense spared, Muthatucker had purchased a paddling pool which he’d anchored offshore and filled with beer. Thus, in order to get a beer, it was necessary to wade into the sea, ensuring that everyone had a dip in the ocean.   That is, with the exception of Kermit, who didn’t trust his Victorian bathing costume sufficiently to actually swim. He stood around in the hope of finding a bathing machine to protect his modesty. 
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 Revealing when wet?  

 Pugwash surrounded by harriettes  It was another 3 km or so back to the Brewery and the pack gently ambled back, there being no rush it took the tail-enders nearly an hour before they arrived back at the venue. 

 A Five star venue – well found Debonaire  
Back at the Brewery we were delighted to see three firkins of their best bitter, but not So happy when they informed us that only 

one firkin of ‘Yo Boy’ was drinkable, the other two, of ‘Island Gold’ hadn’t settled.  A Brewery with insufficient beer? Only in Essex! To be fair, they did have Island Gold in bottles. 

 Yo Boy!  The venue was perfect, well away from the general public, a large marquee in case it rained, private bar and VIP toilets. Oh, and I forgot, an excellent BBQ with enough burgers, bangers and chicken for everyone. 

 Pugwash might have had all the harriettes in the sea, but Shamcock wins on land.  with jugs of Yanky Piss left over from the beerstop, there was no chance of it being a short circle. Usual suspects were rewarded with down-downs and the returnees, Muff Divers Dad, Big Leg, Spermwhale and ? welcomed back. All in all, a splendid day out, thanks to the Hares for superb choice of venue and trail. No idea what happened on the way home, presumably rather a lot of zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz! 
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Run No: 1970 Date: 03-Jul-2016 Venue: McDonalds, Five ways Roundabout, Mildenhall Hares:  Daffidildo & Doggystyle Scribe: Doggystyle  I wish we would have never needed to celebrate this event.  Zorro aka Marek Czajowski left us way too soon! He passed away on September 12, 2015, only 2 weeks short of his 55th birthday. He had hashed with CH3 for several years in the early 2000’s while being stationed in Mildenhall. He was a kind person who never complained about anything and was always smiling.  

 The pack gathered at the McDonalds wearing Zorro attire as requested. Slaphead had designed a commemorative t-shirt which a lot of the hashers were wearing with their masks, hats, capes and swords. Hasn’t got one was the only hasher who stepped into McDonalds to grab a pre-run bite, just like Zorro had done on numerous occasions. Of course he was rewarded with a down-down.   Kinky and Thumper made an appearance to the delight of CH3. We hadn’t seen them since they moved away. After explaining the marks we set off to our first check which in honor of Zorro was a booby check. This version is relatively common and Zorro had always truly enjoyed it. Harriettes are supposed to flash their boobs.    Only Debonaire and I were up to the task! Fit but Dim was quite pleased with this new addition. Little did he know that this wouldn’t be the last thing to arouse him today! The trail took us through the woods which were quite pleasant in the heat. At the beerstop we had to offer our favorite colonists our finest beer, Coors Light and Pabst Blue Ribbon. It was ice cold and refreshing. Blowback was in such a rush to get a can that he stepped on our flag which was hanging on the cooler and had fallen off. In some countries, you can get hanged for that.  He got a down-down.  
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The runners eventually showed up and rumors were pulsating that Fit but Dim had had a very exciting “encounter”. While running off trail through the dense forest he literally almost bumped into a male trio performing an interesting act that he recreated in the following circle. Just Karl aka Freddie Mercury and Just Ben, the virgin, along with Daffidildo were chosen to demonstrate. Good or bad choice? All three were Americans. Was that payback for us celebrating Independence Day? Well, we haven’t seen Just Karl & Just Ben ever since, especially since I decided to point out that both of them had actually driven to the hash, even though they live in Mildenhall. Not only did they do something so stupid, but they also drove in separate cars! 

 Blowback, Daffy & Doggy and Talking Bullocks commemorated Zorro by telling a few funny stories. Talking Bullocks also won the best costume award. He went the extra mile by wearing 

gloves which was very impressive in the heat.     Goldflinger was awarded a sweatshirt by Benghazi for 300 runs. I think it only took him 20 years! We had a great turnout on a lovely sunny day with a fantastic trail.  Zorro -we salute you. Gone, but never forgotten! 
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 Run 1975 Aug 7th - White Horse, Edwardstone.  Hare: Debonaire, Vicky Vomit and Dr Dolittle Scribe: Muthatucka   A very near away weekend!  Off in the wilds of Suffolk somewhere.   This was a combined run, with the Essex HHH, our leopard printed neighbours in the hashing world. Our intrepid hares found the distance so great from the flat of Cambs that they overlanded the night before, and stayed in digs at the local campsite. A small cluster of hashers gathered for an evening’s libation, joined by Checkpoint who brought along her tin tent on wheels.    There was one other that attempted to join the party, but sadly got lost on the way, and had to make the two hour journey home in the wee hours.  Others had the same problem but were saved by satnav- The Earl of course, navigated by nose across country, unhindered by his fellow travellers maps and increasingly frantic satnav instruction. He arrived 10 mins early as usual, and had already worked out where the beer stop was    The pre run brief was a tad confused as both packs use the same symbols -but differently, call the same -but differently, etc.  Urgh, at least the day was bright and sunny. The pub was delightfully down that the heel, and one felt that that one could be oneself in such a nook of the countryside.  The pack was a good forty in strength, with the usual assortment of dogs, hash athletes, drunks, and has beens. We had one returner - from Aussie of all places, a striking gel called Gemma. And so off we set. There were problems straight away, as the hereditary knowledge of the pack did not include this bit of countryside outside of Cambridge. Yes, we actually had to find trail. Its surprising who comes to the fore on these occasions, in this case Antar!, the big man charged off, found trail, called, it was a wonder to behold. The Essex crowd were astounded by his shorts.  We eventually found trail, and were treated to a marvellous piece of English countryside, oddly devoid of ditches, drains, flat field’s, straight roads, and canals.  It was warm and wonderful, and we eventually discovered the beer stop in the middle of a farm lane traffic island. Sadly the beer was euro fiz, however given that it would have had to travel through several time zones and an altitude change, I doffed my beernazi hat, and quaffed merrily.  The Pimms disappeared with indecent haste!,  We OnOn ‘ed reluctantly. Checkpoint and I sloshed on around the edge of a field and off into the bondu.  The trail ended with us popping out from behind a hedge – and there was the pub!  I like trails that end like that.  We duly circled, and were harangued by Dogystyle, sadly minus her other half.   Gemma was gifted a half pint ( which I manfully finished for her )  
Strapon was dragged up as well as an almost returner, as was TED for a longevity fine. 
Casey Jones was fined for not knowing his left from right, and Debs for bunk abuse the previous night.(!) 
The late arrivals were lined up – Klinger Benghazi, Mutha (who missed last night) and Kermit for a sat nav 
offence.    Pedro was fined for a run number misguidance/arguing with shewhomustbeobayed.  
Then Ubend, Shamcock, and Bastard were formally defrocked for 2017 registration noncompliance. 
Vikilost was fined for Hare Incompatibility, as was Late and Lonely 
And Bastard for being noisily fascinated in the word moist! 
And others! 

 
 CH3 Run 1971 – Sunday 10th July 2016 The Admiral Wells, Holme Hare: Muthatucka (with help from Schoolboys Dream) 
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 The Words An odd sort of day and a little bland weather wise and with no GM, RA and half the regulars away at the Danish nash hash, the turn out looked a little spartan but with the redoubtable Muthatucka as Hare (with some help from Schoolboys Dream) and with the Admiral Wells being a free house it was going to be a good event. The Admiral Wells is officially The lowest pub in the British Isles http://www.admiralwells.co.uk/admiral-wells-history/ “In the late 1840s, grandson of Vice Admiral Wells, William Wells IV (1818 - 1889) led the way in draining Whittlesey Mere - once England's largest lake south of Windermere and a haven for wildlife. William and a group of wealthy men realised that draining the mere to turn the land to agriculture would be very profitable. After several failed attempts, they eventually succeeded by using a huge pump and in 1852 the Mere was dry.   As the saturated peat dried out it shrank and to measure the rate of shrinkage William Wells sunk a massive iron post into the ground (taken from Crystal Palace) at Holme Fen. At the time the top of the post was at ground level, but now just over 150 years later the top of the post is more than 13 feet above ground due to erosion and continued draining of the land. The surrounding land is the lowest point in Britain.  A few years later to celebrate his new found fortune, he built the pub and named it after his grandfather The Admiral Wells, making us the lowest pub in the British Isles. It was also William Wells who built the current Holmewood Hall after the previous house was destroyed by fire”.  The hash may not need a history lesson, and not many of you read this bollo……….. er these ‘run accounts’ but why not eh? some of the places we visit are fascinating and as this was right in the fens. So at 11.04 precisely, we realised that absolutely no one was in control and we all circled up like the good little sheep we are and looked for someone to order us about. Luckily Benghazi and Hold it for me were able to work out roughly what to do and as there were no virgins, visitors, returnees (and hardly any fecking hashers either) we had little choice but to get on with it. Mutha called the on out and we were off and away, oddly enough I was caught out by a small turnback and the true trail was discovered by Toed through a well kept housing 
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estate where a concerned onlooker strode purposefully towards Pedro for an explanation of what the very well-marked check was all about. Still, the chap in question was at least polite and didn’t think we were there to kidnap dogs/case houses/ sell the local children on eBay etc etc. 

 While the fens are as flat as feck, there are a lot of different plants and animals and the tracks / trails in a drained bog area were really interesting. The trail snaked back & forth through the lush vegetation of the area.  Wimp & hound Sam discovered the trail and set off through the woodland pursued by Hold it for Me & Bastard, then we were round a church and across a field full of cows only to find that it was a cunningly laid check back forcing us back through the baffled bovines onto the main road. A check at a cross roads split the pack in all directions and eventually after running across the rich peaty soil we came to a level crossing.  A group of the FRB’s got across before the barrier came down and I found myself considering which way the trail went while Klinger Resplendent in sandals (and socks by god!!) owing to a damaged ankle, chatted to Pedro who had pulled a calf muscle.  I think I worked out that with all the injuries that the hash has collectively you could knock up about 3 half decent athletes with no injuries. Anyway, the level crossing cleared and the walkers joined us. A check back sent the trail through some absolutely huge vegetation armed with 6’ stinging nettles and listening to the cries of the wounded and dying (Bastard, Mad Monk & Pedro), I decided to live up to my name and shot off on the walkers trail with Fraser, Unmentionable, Klinger and Chimp. The trail fed its way through the forest to the edge of a lake and various paths lead absolutely nowhere, but no one really cared the area was absolutely stunning and the weather which was threatening rain seemed to be holding off.  After picking our way through a beautiful wooded, heather filled, area we were awarded with the sight of a main road. In the distance I saw the unmistakable form of Muthatucka at about the 4.6 Mile mark, and being a TOTAL legend, he laid on an epic beer stop at the lowest point in the land which was being guarded by Pugwash who’d even brought a camping chair to do things in style (much to the surprise of normal people who were trying desperately to enjoy themselves) Mutha had laid on a Firkin of Milton’s Justinian and some homemade pork sausages with a touch of garlic and a fabulous dip (tomato, caramelised onion, paprika and a hint of garam masala I’m guessing??) – and a massive bowl of melted cheese on 
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plain nacho’s – wonderful, if a tad chewy in a kind of treacle-meets-mdf kind of way. All of this at technically the lowest point of the UK* (* Ok, yes, except mining or caves you pedantic bastards out there) – brilliantly executed and most welcome it was too. Elsewhere the wild life was in terrific abundance including damsel flies (Great shot from Pedro below) and a fabulous sight of several pairs of Red Kites.  So, with the beer stop well & truly appreciated & over, Mutha paused to take Little Blow, Wai Wai & Josephine back and the rest of us began the trek back to the pub. After about 5.5 miles of fabulous trail the pub was in full swing with a wedding reception in one half while the hash enthusiastically sampled from the huge variety of Adnams beers on offer. We were chatting about the magnificent Red Kites in the area and feeling a bit left out someone said they had pheasants in their village, I pointed out we had sparrows in Steeple Morden, and Mutha asked what sort of bird you’d get in Stevenage – I said you’d only get Thrush in Stevenage……………….                After several months, someone decided we ought to have some form of circle. Once again we decided to blame it on Hold it for me to call some form of order and random acts of weirdness were summed up as; Down Downs for  The Hares: Muthatucka & Schoolboys Dream 
 Guest RA slots were then handed out 
Wimp awarded a DD to Pedro & Schoolboys Dream for taking the money (No, I’ve no idea exactly either) Big Blouse – Awarded Klinger a DD for wearing sandals WITH WHITE SOCKS!!! Hold it for me – gave a DD to Toed for calling the 11.00 hash late! And  Taxi was given a DD for amazingly making a massive planning balls up and heading off to the Admiral Vernon in Over (don’t ask, even under interrogation he couldn’t explain himself)for the hash, only to remember we’d been there a few weeks earlier and he was in fact wrong – hence the reason he arrived 20 mins after we’d set off …………… And finally, Little Blow was awarded a tankard for 100 Runs! A great trail, legendary beer stop & wonderful day – bliss! On On Big Blouse 



Runs for September 2016
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)        Latest details www.ch3.co.uk  	               Hare raiser Double Top
Run No. 1979: 04-Sep-2016
Longstanton social club, Longstanton, CB24 3DW
Hares Just Julie
 
Run No. 1980: 11-Sep-2016
Ice House, Dry Drayton, CB23 8BU
Hares Wimp & Hold It For Me
 The A.G.P.U
Run No. 1981: 18-Sep-2016
Black Bull, Sawston, CB22 3HJ
Hares One for his Knob & it`ll come off
 
Run No. 1982: 25-Sep-2016
Red Lion, Kirtling Green, CB8 9PD
Hares Big Leg & Mitten
 

Grand Master  -  Daffidildo
Grand Mattress  -  Doggystyle
Joint Master  -  Wimp & Hold It For Me
Joint Mattresses  -  Woody Hollow & Wai Wai
Religious Advisor  -  Fit but Dim
Verger  -  Kermit
Hare Raiser  -  Double Top
Edit Hare  -  Toed Bedsores
Web Master  -  El Rave

Hash Cash  -  While Your Down There
Assistant  -  Debonaire
Hash Stats  -  Pedro
Beer Master  -  Benghazi
Apprentice  -  Muthutucker
Assistants  -  Beerstop 
Song Master  -  B@stard
Haberdash  -  Slaphead & Benghazi
Hash Horn  -  Muff Diver & Fit but Dim
Hash Flash  -  Paparazzi & Pedro

ch3.co.uk




